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Abstract

Background: In recent years, virtual reality exposure–based cognitive behavioral therapy (VRE-CBT) has shown good treatment
results in (subclinical) anxiety disorders and seems to be a good alternative to exposure in vivo in regular cognitive behavioral
therapy (CBT). However, previous meta-analyses on the efficacy of VRE-CBT on anxiety disorders have included studies on
specific phobias and subthreshold anxiety; therefore, these results may not be generalizable to patients with more severe and
disabling anxiety disorders.

Objective: The objective of our study is to determine the efficacy of VRE-CBT on more severe anxiety disorders, excluding
specific phobias and subthreshold anxiety disorders. Meta-analyses will be conducted to examine the efficacy of VRE-CBT versus
waitlist and regular CBT. Our secondary objectives are to examine whether the efficacy differs according to the type of anxiety
disorder, type of recruitment, and type of VRE-CBT (virtual reality exposure either with or without regular CBT). Furthermore,
attrition in VRE-CBT and CBT will be compared.

Methods: Studies published until August 20, 2020, were retrieved through systematic literature searches in PubMed, PsycINFO,
and Embase. We calculated the effect sizes (Hedges g) for the difference between the conditions and their 95% CIs for posttest
and follow-up measurements in a random effects model. A separate meta-analysis was performed to compare attrition between
the VRE-CBT and CBT conditions.

Results: A total of 16 trials with 817 participants were included. We identified 10 comparisons between VRE-CBT and a waitlist
condition and 13 comparisons between VRE-CBT and a CBT condition. With regard to risk of bias, information on random
sequence generation, allocation concealment, and risk of bias for selective outcome reporting was often absent or unclear. The
mean effect size of VRE-CBT compared with waitlist (nco=10) was medium and significant, favoring VRE-CBT (Hedges g=−0.490,
95% CI −0.82 to −0.16; P=.003). The mean effect size of VRE-CBT compared with CBT (nco=13) was small and nonsignificant,
favoring CBT (Hedges g=0.083, 95% CI −0.13 to 0.30; P=.45). The dropout rates between VRE-CBT and CBT (nco=10) showed
no significant difference (odds ratio 0.79, 95% CI 0.49-1.27; P=.32). There were no indications of small study effects or publication
bias.

Conclusions: The results of our study show that VRE-CBT is more effective than waitlist and as effective as CBT in the treatment
of more severe anxiety disorders. Therefore, VRE-CBT may be considered a promising alternative to CBT for patients with more
severe anxiety disorders. Higher-quality randomized controlled trials are needed to verify the robustness of these findings.
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Introduction

Background
Exposure-based cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) is known
as the gold standard for treatment of patients with anxiety
disorders as its efficacy has been well-established by extensive
research [1,2]. Despite its efficacy, potential disadvantages
concern CBT being time- and cost-inefficient, impracticable,
or considered too aversive by patients [3]. Virtual reality
exposure–based cognitive behavioral therapy (VRE-CBT) offers
an alternative to regular CBT and has several advantages. It
allows immersion within a feared virtual environment that is
tailored to the individual patient while being offered within a
convenient and safe clinical setting. In VRE-CBT, the therapist
can ensure complete control over the content and dose of feared
stimuli and therefore optimize individualized pacing through
exposures. Moreover, each step of VRE-CBT can be repeated
as often as needed before proceeding to the next feared situation,
thereby facilitating the complex processes responsible for the
effect of exposure therapy. Attrition rates between VRE-CBT
and CBT do not seem to differ [4]. However, it was shown that
most of a clinical sample with phobic disorders (76%) preferred
VRE-CBT over exposure in vivo, and refusal rates of those who
were offered VRE-CBT (3%) were substantially lower compared
with refusal rates of those who were offered exposure in vivo
(27%) [5].

In recent years, many studies have been conducted on the
efficacy of VRE-CBT on anxiety disorders and have shown
good treatment results. A total of 5 meta-analyses on the efficacy
of VRE-CBT versus control conditions, consisting mostly of
studies on specific phobias, have been published. They
consistently show a clear superiority of VRE-CBT versus
nonactive control groups (ie, waitlist) [6-10] and similar
[6,7,9,10] or larger [8] effects of VRE-CBT versus CBT
conditions incorporating in vivo exposure. In addition, Opris
et al [6] showed good stability of VRE-CBT results over time,
similar to those of CBT, and a dose-response relationship with
more sessions yielding a larger treatment effect. Although it
has been questioned whether VRE-CBT induces significant
behavior changes in real life [8], Morina et al [7] showed that
treatment gains after VRE-CBT generalize well to real-life
situations as measured by means of behavioral laboratory tests
and recordings of behavioral activities in real life [7].
Considering the advantages of VRE-CBT and its promising
results in previous meta-analyses, it is not surprising that a
significant expansion of VRE-CBT in mental health care is both
predicted and advocated to occur in the coming years [11].
However, these meta-analyses have limited generalizability to
patients with more severe and disabling anxiety symptoms—a
diagnosis of an anxiety disorder according to the criteria of the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth
and Fifth Edition (DSM-IV and DSM-V, respectively), and the
International Classification of Diseases, 10th and 11th Revision

(ICD-10 and ICD-11, respectively), established by a structured
diagnostic interview, excluding specific phobias. First, most
previous meta-analyses included studies that completely [7],
largely, or partly [6,8-10] focused on specific phobias. However,
specific phobias are generally less severe than more disabling
anxiety disorders such as social anxiety disorder (SAD),
posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), panic disorder (PD), and
agoraphobia (AGO). Second, the inclusion of studies in previous
meta-analyses was not restricted to samples with a formal
anxiety disorder diagnosis (following DSM or ICD criteria),
thereby including subthreshold anxiety disorders that are less
severe. Carl et al [9] also stated that “The applications for
clinical settings are clearer when conclusions can be drawn from
clinical samples.” The experience with and effects of VRE-CBT
may be different for patients with more severe symptoms. On
the one hand, they might be more reluctant to expose themselves
to feared situations with regular CBT and may favor and benefit
most from a controlled exposure therapy setting, such as in
VRE-CBT. On the other hand, treating these more severe anxiety
disorders with VRE-CBT may be far more challenging than
treating milder symptoms. VRE-CBT for the treatment of more
severe anxiety disorders requires more varied and elaborate
virtual settings while still ensuring a high sense of presence (the
feeling that one is actually present in the virtual world). For
example, rather than fear of a specific situation or object,
treatment of AGO generally requires exposure to various public
places (eg, streets, shops, and public transport). In addition, for
SAD, it may be essential that VRE-CBT also incorporates
interaction through verbal and nonverbal behavior of others in
response to the behavior of the patient as SAD centers on the
perception of negative evaluation. In addition to the
predominance of studies targeting specific phobias, most
previous meta-analyses also included nonrandomized studies,
thereby possibly leading to biased results. Ultimately, there is
a lack of evidence for the efficacy of VRE-CBT in the treatment
of more severe and formal anxiety disorders. Hence, a careful
examination of research is necessary to prevent unjustified
expansion of VRE-CBT in clinical settings.

We conducted a meta-analysis to determine whether the positive
results of VRE-CBT as reported in earlier meta-analyses are
sustained when focusing solely on more severe anxiety disorders
(according to DSM-IV, DSM-V, ICD-10, or ICD-11 criteria):
PD with or without AGO, AGO, SAD, generalized anxiety
disorder (GAD), obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), or
PTSD, limiting our inclusion criteria to studies with a formal
diagnosis to avoid heterogeneity in our sample.

Objectives
Our main objective is to examine the efficacy of VRE-CBT on
anxiety severity compared with (1) waitlist and (2) CBT at
posttest and follow-up measurements (if available). Our
secondary objectives are to examine whether efficacy differs
according to the type of anxiety disorder, type of recruitment,
and type of VRE-CBT (virtual reality exposure [VRE] with or
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without regular CBT). Furthermore, the feasibility of VRE-CBT
has been evaluated by comparing the attrition of VRE-CBT and
CBT.

Methods

Study Selection
Studies published until August 20, 2020, were retrieved through
systematic literature searches in PubMed, PsycINFO, and
Embase (see Multimedia Appendix 1 for the complete search
strings) for studies that randomized patients with anxiety
disorders into VRE-CBT, active control condition, or an inactive
control condition and compared the effects of these treatments.
A librarian and IvL conducted the search by combining search
terms indicative of anxiety disorders (PD with or without AGO,
AGO, GAD, SAD, OCD, and PTSD) with terms indicative of
VRE therapy. Furthermore, we checked the reference lists of
the retrieved articles and previous meta-analyses and reviews
for additional studies.

The inclusion criteria were (1) adult patients (aged >18 years);
(2) at least one VRE-CBT condition; (3) random assignment to
conditions; (4) comparison with waitlist or CBT without virtual
reality (VR); (5) measure of outcome related to anxiety; (6) a
primary diagnosis of an anxiety disorder according to DSM-IV,
DSM-V, ICD-10, or ICD-11 criteria established by a structured
diagnostic interview, excluding specific phobias; and (7) original
empirical findings. Consistent with the DSM-IV or DSM-V
classification, PTSD and OCD were also included even though
these are no longer classified as anxiety disorders in the DSM-V.
No date restrictions were applied. Articles consisting of only
abstracts or not presenting original data were excluded, as were
studies with a crossover design. No language restrictions were
applied.

In total, 2 authors (WS and IvL) independently assessed the list
of titles and abstracts that resulted from the literature search for
eligibility. WS and IvL independently examined full texts and
selected eligible randomized controlled trials (RCTs).
Discrepancies were resolved by consulting and discussing with
a third author (NB). This meta-analysis was conducted in
accordance with the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) guidelines [12].

Data Extraction
In total, 2 authors (WS and IvL) independently extracted the
data from the selected articles. This information included
characteristics of the study population (mean age and range and
gender), classification instrument, recruitment method, primary
outcome, and conditions (sample size, number of dropouts,
number of sessions, and follow-up in months for each condition).

For studies using more than one validated outcome measure,
we selected the reported primary outcome measure. When
undefined, we selected the domain-specific outcome that was
most frequently used in the included trials for that type of
anxiety disorder as the primary outcome measure.

For each study, the mean and SD of the primary outcome on
posttest and follow-up measurements were used to calculate the
effect sizes. For the study of Pitti et al [13], the effect size was

calculated using the mean and P value of the between-group
comparison as SDs were not available. Discrepancies in data
extraction were resolved through discussion and by studying
the original article. In case of a lack of clarity or missing data,
the authors of selected studies were contacted.

Risk of Bias Assessment
In total, 2 authors (WS and IvL) independently assessed the risk
of bias in the included studies. Differences were resolved
through discussion. Five areas of risk of bias according to the
Cochrane tool for assessing risk of bias were rated [14]: (1)
random sequence generation, (2) allocation concealment, (3)
blinding of outcome assessment, (4) incomplete outcome data,
and (5) selective reporting. The criterion of blinding of
participants and personnel was omitted as blinding is not
possible in these psychological interventions. We assessed all
areas as having low, high, or unclear risk of bias. Incomplete
outcome data were assessed by evaluating attrition rates in all
the comparison groups. Attrition was defined as all randomized
patients who dropped out of the treatment. If attrition rates were
>30% and no appropriate methods were used to minimize biased
comparisons among groups (intention-to-treat analyses), the
study was coded as being at high risk of bias for incomplete
outcome data. Selective outcome reporting was assessed by
evaluating differences in primary outcomes between publication
and trial registration, if available. If no trial registration was
available for a study, the study was coded as being at unknown
risk for selective outcome reporting. We computed a summary
score for each study by summing the number of items scoring
high risk of bias, which could range from 0 to 5, with low scores
indicating low risk of bias.

Meta-analysis
Meta-analyses were conducted to assess the effect of VRE-CBT
on the severity of anxiety symptoms when compared with
waitlist and CBT conditions. We calculated the effect sizes
(Hedges g) for the difference between the conditions and their
95% CIs for posttest and follow-up measurements if data were
available. For the follow-up date, we chose the longest follow-up
period available. The effect sizes were based on
intention-to-treat analysis, if available. Otherwise, completer
analysis results were used. Heterogeneity among the studies

was examined using the Cochran Q test and Higgins I2 statistics
[15]. The possibility of publication bias was evaluated by visual
inspection of the funnel plot and Egger test [16] and using the
Duval and Tweedie trim and fill procedure [17]. Random effects
models were used as heterogeneity across the studies was
expected, for example, because of variations in the number of
sessions, treatment protocols, recruitment setting, and type of
anxiety disorder.

Predefined subgroup analyses were conducted for type of
anxiety disorder and method of recruitment (community,
clinical, or both). Meta-regression analyses were used to
estimate the impact of year of publication, quality of the
individual studies (risk of bias), and treatment duration (in
sessions). We conducted sensitivity analyses excluding outliers
and studies in which the VRE-CBT condition included
additional CBT elements or sessions with psychoeducation,
cognitive restructuring, interoceptive exposure, and exposure
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in vivo. A separate meta-analysis was performed to compare
the dropouts between the VRE-CBT and CBT conditions to
assess the feasibility of VRE-CBT. Odds ratios indicated the
odds of participants dropping out from the VRE-CBT versus
CBT. The analyses were performed using Comprehensive
Meta-Analysis (version 2.2; Biostat Inc) [18].

Results

Study Inclusion
After removal of duplicates, the literature searches resulted in
a total of 1405 papers for consideration. A total of 2 papers

(2/1405, 0.1%) were identified from checking references. After
screening the titles and abstracts, of the 1405 papers, 45 (3.2%)
full-text articles were retrieved for a more detailed evaluation
of eligibility. Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the inclusion
process following the PRISMA guidelines [19]. Subsequently,
of the 45 articles, 26 (58%) were excluded as they did not meet
the inclusion criteria for various reasons. In addition, 3 studies
(3/45, 7%) were excluded because of missing data for analyses
despite efforts to acquire these data by contacting the authors
(for specific reasons, see Figure 1). Finally, 16 studies were
included in the meta-analysis.

Figure 1. Flowchart of study inclusion. RCT: randomized controlled trial.

Study Characteristics
A total of 16 trials were included in Multimedia Appendix 2
[13,20-34]. These trials entailed 10 comparisons between
VRE-CBT and a waitlist and 13 comparisons between
VRE-CBT and a CBT condition. The number of participants
per study ranged from 10 to 162 (12/16, 75% of the studies had
<25 participants in each arm). Follow-up data were available
for 38% (5/13) of the comparisons between VRE-CBT and a
CBT condition and ranged from 6 to 12 months. Of the 16

studies, 7 (44%) focused on PD with or without AGO, 4 (25%)
focused on SAD, 4 (25%) focused on PTSD, and 1 (6%) focused
on GAD. None of the screened studies on OCD were included
as they did not meet our inclusion criteria.

Risk of Bias
In each trial, 5 areas of risk of bias were rated as low, unclear
(because of lack of information), or high risk of bias. As blinding
of participants and personnel was not possible, all studies had
a high risk of performance bias; therefore, this was not reported
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(see Figure 2 for the risk of bias summary). Information on
random sequence generation and allocation concealment was
absent or not reported clearly in 44% (7/16) and 63% (10/16)

of the trials, respectively. Of the 16 trials, 9 (56%) were scored
with unclear risk of bias for selective outcome reporting as
registration in a trial database could not be found.

Figure 2. Risk of bias summary [13,20-34].

Effect Size: VRE-CBT Versus Waitlist at Posttest
Measurement
The mean effect size of VRE-CBT on symptoms of anxiety
when compared with waitlist control at posttest measurement

(nco=10) was medium and significant, favoring VRE-CBT
(Hedges g=−0.490, 95% CI −0.82 to −0.16; P=.003; see Figure
3 for the forest plot). There was moderate heterogeneity

(I2=56%). Effect size decreased after exclusion of 1 potential
outlier [20] (Hedges g=−0.391, 95% CI −0.66 to −0.12; P=.005),
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with low heterogeneity (I2=33%). Sensitivity analysis excluding
studies in which VRE-CBT included additional CBT elements
or sessions (nco=6) showed a decrease in the effect size to
Hedges g of −0.255 (95% CI −0.49 to −0.02; P=.03). Sensitivity

analysis excluding 1 study with medication (antidepressants;
nco=9) as part of the intervention and control conditions showed
a decrease in the effect size to Hedges g of −0.432 (95% CI
−0.78 to −0.09; P=.01).

Figure 3. Forest plot of virtual reality exposure–based cognitive behavioral therapy versus waitlist at posttest measurement [20,22,24,26-30,32,34].
GAD: generalized anxiety disorder; PTSD: posttraumatic stress disorder; VRE-CBT: virtual reality exposure–based cognitive behavioral therapy.

Effect Size: VRE-CBT Versus CBT at Posttest
Measurement
The mean effect size of VRE-CBT on symptoms of anxiety
when compared with CBT at posttest measurement (nco=13)
was small and nonsignificant, favoring CBT (Hedges g=0.083,
95% CI −0.13 to 0.30; P=.45) with low to moderate

heterogeneity (I2=36%; see Figure 4 for the forest plot).

Sensitivity analysis excluding studies in which VRE-CBT
included additional CBT elements or sessions (nco=6) showed
a nonsignificant increase in the effect size to Hedges g of 0.209
(95% CI −0.14 to 0.56; P=.24). Sensitivity analysis excluding
1 study with medication (antidepressants; nco=12) as part of the
intervention and control conditions showed a similar effect size
of Hedges g of 0.09 (95% CI −0.14 to 0.33; P=.34).

Figure 4. Forest plot of virtual reality exposure–based cognitive behavioral therapy versus cognitive behavioral therapy at posttest measurement
[21-28,31-33]. CBT: cognitive behavioral therapy; PTSD: posttraumatic stress disorder; VRE-CBT: virtual reality exposure–based cognitive behavioral
therapy.

Effect Size: VRE-CBT Versus CBT Condition at
Follow-up (6-12 Months)
In total, there were 5 studies (5/16, 31%) with follow-up
assessments that were compared with CBT. Of the 16 studies,
3 (19%) only conducted follow-up assessments after 6 months
[24,27,31], 1 (6%) had 6- and 12-month assessments [25], and
only 1 (6%) had a 12-month follow-up [20]. For the
meta-analysis, the longest follow-up period was used. The mean
effect size of VRE-CBT on symptoms of anxiety when
compared with CBT (nco=5) remained nonsignificant at

follow-up (Hedges g=−0.082, 95% CI −0.40 to 0.24; P=.61;

I2=0).

Subgroup Analyses and Meta-Regression Analyses
Subgroup analyses were performed for the type of anxiety
disorder and type of VRE-CBT (VRE either with or without
regular CBT). Type of anxiety disorder (SAD: nco=3; PD with
or without AGO, or AGO: nco=7; and PTSD: nco=3) was a
significant moderator (P=.005) for the comparison between
VRE-CBT and waitlist, although this result was most likely
affected by the high heterogeneity within 2 of the small
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subgroups—PD with or without AGO, or AGO (I2=75%) and

SAD (I2=59%). Only 1 GAD study (1/16, 6%) was available;
therefore, we did not include this study in the analysis.

We were not able to conduct planned subgroup analyses for
type of recruitment (community, clinical, or both) as there was
only 1 study (1/16, 6%) with community recruitment, which
did not allow for subgroup analysis.

Meta-regression to estimate the impact of year of publication
(P=.16), treatment duration (in sessions; P=.85), and quality of
the individual studies (risk of bias; P=.32) showed no significant
effects in the comparison of VRE-CBT with waitlist control.
In the comparison with CBT, year of publication (P=.44),
treatment duration (in sessions; P=.07), and quality of the
individual studies (risk of bias; P=.50) also showed no
significant differences.

Comparison of Attrition Between VRE-CBT and CBT
A separate meta-analysis was conducted to compare the dropouts
between VRE-CBT and CBT conditions to assess the feasibility
of VRE-CBT. The dropout rates between the 2 conditions

(nco=10) showed no significant difference (odds ratio 0.79, 95%
CI 0.49-1.27; P=.32).

Publication Bias
We conducted the Egger test for asymmetry of the funnel plot
for the comparison between VRE-CBT and waitlist. Visual
inspection of the funnel plot seemed to show some asymmetry,
which could indicate small study effects. The Egger regression
intercept test was not statistically significant (intercept=−0.53,
95% CI −4.09 to 3.03; P=.74). The Duval and Tweedie trim
and fill procedure showed that adjustment for potentially missing
studies (n=1) was associated with the effect size slightly
increasing from −0.51 (95% CI −0.84 to −0.17) to −0.56 (95%
CI −0.88 to −0.22; Figure 5). The Egger test for the comparison
between VRE with and without CBT also showed some
asymmetry. The Egger regression intercept test was not
statistically significant (intercept=−2.15, 95% CI −4.60 to 0.30;
P=.08). The Duval and Tweedie trim and fill procedure showed
that adjustment for potentially missing studies (n=3) was
associated with the effect size increasing from 0.09 (95% CI
−0.13 to 0.30) to 0.19 (95% CI −0.04 to 0.42; Figure 6), with
largely overlapping CIs.

Figure 5. Trim and fill adjusted funnel plot of virtual reality exposure–based cognitive behavioral therapy versus waitlist (the white circles represent
the observed studies, and the black circles represent the imputed studies). Std diff: Standard difference.
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Figure 6. Trim and fill adjusted funnel plot of virtual reality exposure–based cognitive behavioral therapy versus cognitive behavioral therapy (the
white circles represent the observed studies, and the black circles represent the imputed studies). Std diff: Standard difference.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This is the first meta-analysis of VRE-CBT for anxiety disorders
focusing solely on patients with more severe anxiety disorders
with a formal diagnosis, excluding specific phobias. The
meta-analysis, consisting of 16 VRE-CBT trials including 817
patients with anxiety disorders, showed a medium effect size
compared with waitlist conditions. In the comparison between
VRE-CBT and CBT, no significant differences were found
between posttest and follow-up measurements. These findings
are somewhat less positive than findings from previous
meta-analyses as the effect sizes of VRE-CBT were lower in
our meta-analysis. We found an effect size (Hedges g) of −0.49
of VRE-CBT versus waitlist compared with an estimated Hedges
g of 0.88 and 0.79 in the meta-analyses by Carl et al [9] and
Fodor et al [10], respectively. It can be hypothesized that their
higher effect size is a result of the inclusion of specific phobias
and subthreshold anxiety disorders. Specific phobias seemed
to account for the larger effect sizes in the meta-analysis by
Fodor et al [10], in which high effects of VRE-CBT for specific
phobias and fight anxiety, and moderate or small effects for
SAD and PTSD were found. However, in the study by Carl et
al [9], this was not the case. Thus, the influence of specific
phobias on the effect size is inconclusive. With regard to
subthreshold anxiety disorders, neither study requested that
participants be formally diagnosed with anxiety disorders.
Therefore, it can be assumed that less severe cases were also
included. It could be argued that people with less severe anxiety
are easier to treat, and a greater effect can be reached in
treatment. On the other hand, the reverse may also be true—with
more symptoms at the start of treatment, greater gains can be
made. Fodor et al [10] conducted sensitivity analyses that were
restricted to patients with an anxiety disorder diagnosed with a

clinical interview or a cutoff score on a questionnaire, which
resulted in a smaller effect (Hedges g=0.72). This finding seems
to support the hypothesis that people with less severe disorders
might benefit more from treatment with VRE-CBT. With regard
to the role of CBT elements or CBT sessions in 56% (9/16) of
the VRE-CBT studies, sensitivity analyses with only pure VRE
studies showed that pure VRE studies without additional CBT
elements showed lower effect sizes in the comparison with the
waitlist condition, indicating that adding CBT elements (such
as psychoeducation, cognitive restructuring, interoceptive
exposure, and exposure in vivo) to VRE is advised for
optimizing effects.

Compared with the other studies, it is more difficult to interpret
the effect size of the only study on GAD [34] in this
meta-analysis as the VRE-CBT in this study mostly consisted
of progressive muscle relaxation and autogenic techniques, and
only 2 of 8 sessions consisted of exposure therapy. Furthermore,
exposure itself differed from regular exposure-based
interventions in GAD. It involved exposure to preselected words
or images related to personal stressful events, although in regular
CBT treatments patients with GAD are exposed to worries about
hypothetical scenarios describing their worst fear [35]. It is
possible that more focused exposure could lead to better results
in future VRE-CBT studies for GAD.

We found no difference in attrition between VRE-CBT and
CBT, which is in line with the findings of Benbow and Anderson
[4], who conducted a meta-analysis on attrition between
VRE-CBT and CBT across 46 studies with a combined sample
size of 1057 participants. Fodor et al [10] also found that
VRE-CBT yielded similar dropout rates to other interventions.
These findings also suggest that VRE-CBT does not mitigate
attrition.
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The heterogeneity of the studies was low to moderate and did
not seem to influence the results. We found no indications of
small study effects or publication bias.

The risk of bias assessment in our study showed that, in many
studies, it was difficult to assess risk of bias because of lacking
or unclear information on random sequence generation and
allocation concealment and because of lack of registration in a
trial register. Keeping this in mind, it is difficult to interpret our
results from the meta-regression, in which we found no
significant effect of the total risk of bias score. Fodor et al [10]
also used the Cochrane tool [14] for assessing the risk of bias
in their meta-analysis on VRE-CBT in anxiety and depression,
and they found that most studies had high or uncertain risk of
bias across domains. In exploratory subgroup analyses, they
also did not find differences between studies with high,
uncertain, and low risk of bias, but these results must be
interpreted with caution, as there were only few studies with a
small risk of bias. Furthermore, previous research on adherence
to study quality criteria in VRE-CBT studies on anxiety
disorders by McCann et al [36] showed that the studies met an
average of 2.85 (SD 1.56) of 8 quality criteria for research
design, but study quality did not affect the effect size. It may
be concluded that better reporting of quality in VRE-CBT RCTs
is needed before conclusions can be drawn on the effect of
quality on effect sizes.

Limitations
This meta-analysis has some limitations. First, there were a
limited number of trials per diagnosis (ie, none on OCD and
only 1/16, 6% on GAD) and per method of recruitment (only
1/16, 6% recruited in the community) and few studies with
follow-up outcome data (5/16, 31%). Subgroup analyses showed
that type of anxiety disorder was a significant moderator in the
waitlist comparison, but no conclusions can be drawn from this
result, as there was high heterogeneity within the subgroups,
expressing excessive clinical diversity and therefore showing
no true effect. Second, we did not investigate the sense of
presence or other indicators of interaction, although presence
may influence the effectiveness of VRE-CBT. Ling et al [37]
found a positive relationship between sense of presence and
anxiety disorders, which was stronger in studies with participants
with a formal anxiety disorder than in nonclinical populations.
Third, 3 studies (3/45, 7%) were excluded because of missing
data for analyses despite efforts to acquire these data by

contacting the authors. This may have influenced the
estimations.

Clinical Implications
There are some clinical implications of the findings in this
meta-analysis and for the position that VRE-CBT holds in the
treatment of more severe anxiety disorders. Patients should be
made aware of the state of the current evidence regarding
VRE-CBT relative to alternatives to be able to make a shared
decision with the therapist. The advantages of VRE-CBT over
CBT may play a role in this decision. Bouchard et al [27] used
a Specific Work for Exposure Applied in Therapy scale
(evaluating topics such as cost, time, planning, and difficulties),
which showed that VRE-CBT was more cost-efficient and
practical for therapists than CBT with in vivo exposure. In
addition, VRE-CBT offers a large potential for exposing patients
to situations and stimuli that are too complex, costly, or
challenging for in vivo exercises. It can be hypothesized that
when these applications are exploited accordingly, it creates the
potential to increase the effectiveness of VRE-CBT above and
beyond in vivo exposure.

Furthermore, there are some specific concerns regarding
VRE-CBT that clinicians should take into account: the use of
the VR simulators can cause simulator sickness, appropriate
training and supervision are needed, and technical support
should be available in case of technical problems. In addition,
although lower-cost options are becoming available, such as
using smartphones as VR viewers, they still need to be evaluated
[38]. Regarding improving VRE-CBT, developing VR that can
be customized precisely to a patient’s needs with a better sense
of presence and interaction may lead to even better outcomes.

Conclusions
In conclusion, the results of our study show that VRE-CBT is
as effective as CBT in the treatment of more severe formal
anxiety disorders. However, VRE-CBT studies in this
meta-analysis not only were limited in number but the quality
of reporting was also poor. Therefore, awaiting further
high-quality data, VRE-CBT may be considered a promising
alternative to CBT, especially for patients who prefer VRE-CBT
over CBT [5].

Future research should focus on conducting high-quality RCTs.
Subsequently, examining for which patients or anxiety disorders
VRE-CBT or CBT works best could be a next step in research.
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